
1 Corinthians 4vs14-21 

Imitate wise leaders as they imitate Christ for, they are your 

fathers in the faith, loving and disciplining you. 

Introduction 

Hi Everyone, I greet in the wonderful name of our Lord and 

saviour Jesus Christ. My name is Musa Ntinga from Christ 

Central Soweto and I want to welcome you to our last talk on a 

series we have been looking at over the last 3 months or so, on 

leadership in the church. It has really been an amazing journey 

of remembering what the wisdom of God is, how God has 

chosen to build his kingdom and how those who lead the church 

should see themselves, the church, and God as they perform 

their responsibilities. Today the Apostle Paul ends this section 

of the book by reminding us of the power of imitation in chapter 

4vs.14-21. But before we continue any further let’s pray… 



The power of imitation 

The key verse in today’s passage is vs.16… 

16 Therefore I urge you to imitate me. 

Imitation is one of those things that we all have been exposed 

to but underestimate what a powerful learning tool it is. 

Imitation is the bedrock upon which social interaction is built. 

The power of imitation has been rediscovered in Early 

childhood development but also in the scientific debate about 

marriage and childhood.  

In 2010 scientists in Georgia State University conducted an 

experiment to see how helpful imitation was for children who 

are 36 months old. They divided kids into 3 groups, in one 

group they had children watch adults taking blocks and packing 

them away in front of the children. In the other group the blocks 

where already packed away neatly and the last group the blocks 

were unpacked and everywhere. When the kids were told to 



pack the toys away the children who found it easiest where 

those who saw the adults do it. This is no surprise, right? What 

was a surprise was that when they asked them to sort out other 

things, all different from the initial experiment, the kids who 

were imitating were miles ahead of the other children. The 

power of imitation made the kids smarter in other exercises too.  

Scientists have also discovered the same fact when it comes to 

children who don’t have a male or father figure in the 

household, they are more likely to exhibit socially disruptive 

behavior than children who grow up with both parents because 

they did not have a male figure to imitate social behavior from.. 

It is no surprise that people who are abusive to women have a 

history of being abused themselves or witnessing abuse. 

Children that have gone through divorce are more likely to be 

divorced themselves. Why? This is because of the power of 

imitation. What we see and observe over time creates patterns 



and memory that shape us as people. It is not only what you are 

thought that matters but also what you observe. 

This is also very true for spiritual matters. The gospel is as 

much caught through imitation as it is thought through 

preaching. This is the point that Paul is going to labor on today 

in vs14-21 but he really began making this point from vs. 6. 

Context 

 

If you recall last week Paul criticised the Corinthian church for 

living lives that looked so different from the lives of the 

apostles and leaders in the church. The lives of the Corinthians 

showed that they have misunderstood something fundamental 

about the Christian faith and were building their lives based on 

the wisdom of this world rather that the wisdom of the cross. 

They missed the memo on the cross that living for Christ means 

dying to this world. That those who follow Jesus will be 



persecuted now but receive glory later and so their lives looked 

very different to the lives of Paul and the apostles whose lives 

were shaped by the cross.   

Imitate me as your father (vs. 14-17) 

Paul challenges them on this in vs.6-13 and today he clarified 

his intentions with that rebuke in vs 14… 

14 I am writing this not to shame you but to warn you as my 

dear children. 

The Corinthians can be forgiven in thinking that Paul’s outburst 

in vs 13 is motivated by jealousy or revenge since he has not 

been there in a while and some in the church preferred other 

leaders over him. Who knows maybe some of the new leaders 

were dismissing Paul’s assertions by saying he is just jealous 

or angry. He just wants to be in authority again so he is shaming 

you into submission. So Paul clarifies his outburst, this is not 

to shame you brothers but to warn you. There are many dangers 



out there for a Christian and people who want something from 

you are quick to say what you want to hear but not what you 

need to hear. I am here you to warn as my dear children.  

Vs. 15… 

“Even if you had ten thousand guardians in Christ, you do not 

have many fathers, for in Christ Jesus I became your father 

through the gospel.” 

 of a boy who is not of ageThe imagery that Paul uses here is 

things in his and so his father allocated someone to teach him 

. The closest ( while he is at work or away at war).absence

you sending your child to school  be equivalent for us would

. At some point in living.make a while you  for an education

or see the gaurdian as a role model may  their lives the child

feel as if the gaurdian cares more for them more than the 

but in reality it is the parents who take responsibility  parents

pline the child or discifor the child and even when the parents 



warn the child it is out of love and not hate. This is the point 

in Christ I laid your Paul is making to them. I am your father, 

is to build you up and foundation and what I do and say to you 

rs around you not to tear you down. There may be many leade

don’t care for you as much as I do which is why I am  they but

with such hard words. warning you  

Vs. 16… 

“Therefore I urge you to imitate me.” 

the way that I live and says Paul, look at , Look at my life

I read these words from Paul  imitate me in Christ . Now when

I as a leader am greatly challenged. I am challenged because 

I don’t know if it is worth emulating. As when I look at my life 

I prefer hiding myself and just sharing my words an introvert 

do that  when I But  . iereas this indI fwith you, in some ways 

as a leader I am robbing you from an opportunity to really grow 

bazalwane  in Christ because Christianity is not only thought



In my . through observation and imitation caughtalso but it is 

and journey as a Christian some of the most own life 

were shown to me  learned were things thatthings I meaningful 

I learned how to love my wife and not only thought to me. 

by being thought about it at church yes,  not only sacrificially

people’s homes and seeing how  by being invited tobut also 

. I remember getting shocked loved their wivesother leaders 

, bathing his when I saw my pastor wash the dishes in his home

rather than just shouting at them them gently or talking to kids 

ned generosity from I learor locking them in their rooms. 

them  but also bywhen I had nothing people give to me seeing 

me how they gave. showing opening up their statements and 

my brothers and sisters The habits and love demonstrated by 

the in shaped who I am today and it is important for leaders 

church to do this today.  

 Sharing life is not just showing you the good things in my life 

but even the bad and broken parts that I am ashamed of and in 



them you will see Christ as you see what it means to wrestle 

with sin. I have seen people hurt each other and then forgive 

one another, holding no grudges. At the time when I observed 

this I said this is scandalous and weak but now I see Christ’s 

hand at work through those people. I think it’s an absolute 

shame when Pastors have a church persona, where they act 

perfect and put together on Sundays but then act differently 

during the week. Forgive me church for times when you saw 

this in me. Our lives and teaching must be consistent and what 

you see on a Sunday you must see me thrive to or replicate 

during the week and then you must do likewise. This does not 

mean we are perfect but it does mean that we must be genuinely 

Christian and consistent.  

Church leaders are not just there to teach you the Bible but also 

to demonstrate to you what it means to live as a Christian. This 

is why in the book of Titus and Timothy leaders in the church 

must be those who exemplify Christian living. Godliness is the 



criteria that is emphasized more than any other because they 

will be the people that the church will look up to as they seek 

to live godly lives as well. This is why Paul is able to say to 

them imitate me because being a leader is more than just words 

but it’s your life as well.  

In vs 17 Paul continues and he sends them Timothy who is will 

remind them of the way of life not only in word but deeds… 

“For this reason I have sent to you Timothy, my son whom I 

love, who is faithful in the Lord. He will remind you of my 

way of life in Christ Jesus, which agrees with what I teach 

everywhere in every church.” 

has imitated Timothy has proven himself faithful in how he  

Paul in imitating Christ and so this makes him qualified to 

ir lives in keeping mentor the Corinthians in how to live the

Again this highlights the with the teaching of the gospel. 

The lockdown imitation and living with people. importance of 



over the last 3 months has thought us many things but one of 

portance the things that I am hoping you are realizing is the im

media Christian, we thank  It is hard to be of meeting together. 

it has afforded us the opportunity to God for media because 

it doesn’t replace still interact with you however limited but 

This is why even fellowship and spending time together. 

thought Paul could write them a letter he still saw if worthwhile 

to demonstrate them to them what it to send Timothy to them 

also will come to see means to be a Christian. This is why he 

…to show them thatwell them as  

A good father loves as well as disciplines (vs. 18-21) 

Some people in Corinthian were mistaking Paul’s weakness in 

the gospel as him being a pushover and so they became 

arrogant, especially in his absence. They were looking at Paul 

and thought that he had no power. Paul reminds them in vs. 

20… 



“For the kingdom of God is not a matter of talk but of 

power.” 

ferring to is not his own personal The power that Paul is re

authority brought about his possessions or skills as a speaker. 

l here is referring power according to the world but PauThis is 

nd discipline in Christ. Being a to power in Christ, to teach a

Love is involves both instruction and rebuke. father 

. affirmation and discipline. These two things go hand in hand

ey A parent who only affirms a child but says nothing when th

is a parent who will raise a spoiled child, that will do wrong 

their demise. lead to  

This is the part of a leader that people do not like, when he/she 

tells you that you are wrong. That living with your boyfriend is 

wrong, that getting that job through a bribe is ungodly, getting 

drunk is not living by the Spirit. Yet when this happens is as 

much a sign of love as when we comfort you in your grief or 



rejoice with you in your accomplishments. A leader who only 

tells what you want to hear is not a good father to you because 

he is setting you up to fail. You may not see it now as you enjoy 

your sin but when Christ returns and it is revealed to you that 

you have been trusting in yourself and not in him it will be clear 

then who really loved you.  

So in closing friends I hope you have been able to see what 

leadership is in the church. It isn’t built on the principles of this 

world. On self accomplishments, greed and pride but on 

humility, weakness, and service. Leaders are not your kings but 

they are servants call to be faithful to Christ by building with 

the gospel. They are to teach you the gospel but also live it out. 

They are to nurture you but also rebuke you. You are God’s 

temple, God’s building laid with the foundation of Christ and 

built up in him so don’t sell yourself short by following leaders 

that build you with mud and wood rather than the gold that is 



Christ.  Follow this Christ Central Soweto and nothing will 

shake you for Christ will keep you. 

Let’s pray… 

If you want to find out more about us and listen to more of our 

talks you can go online to www.christcentralsoweto.co.za . 

Stay blessed. 

http://www.christcentralsoweto.co.za/
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